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How and Why to Read and Create Children's Digital Books outlines effective
ways of using digital books in early years and primary classrooms, and specifies
the educational potential of using digital books and apps in physical spaces and
virtual communities. With a particular focus on apps and personalised reading,
Natalia Kucirkova combines theory and practice to argue that personalised
reading is only truly personalised when it is created or co-created by reading
communities. Divided into two parts, Part I suggests criteria to evaluate the
educational quality of digital books and practical strategies for their use in the
classroom. Specific attention is paid to the ways in which digital books can
support individual children’s strengths and difficulties, digital literacies, language
and communication skills. Part II explores digital books created by children, their
caregivers, teachers and librarians, and Kucirkova also offers insights into how
smart toys, tangibles and augmented/virtual reality tools can enrich children’s
reading for pleasure. How and Why to Read and Create Children's Digital Books
is of interest to an international readership ranging from trainee or established
teachers to MA level students and researchers, as well as designers, librarians
and publishers. All are inspired to approach children’s reading on and with
screens with an agentic perspective of creating and sharing. Praise for How and
Why to Read and Create Children's Digital Books 'This is an exciting and
innovative book – not least because it is freely available to read online but
because its origins are in primary practice. The author is an accomplished
storyteller, and whether you know, as yet, little about the value of digital literacy
in the storymaking process, or you are an accomplished digital player, this book
is full of evidence-informed ideas, explanations and inspiration.' Liz Chamberlain,
Open University 'At a time when children's reading is increasingly on-screen,
many teachers, parents and carers are seeking practical, straightforward
guidance on how to support children's engagement with digital books. This
volume, written by the leading expert on personalised e-books, is packed with
app reviews, suggestions and insights from recent international research, all
underpinned by careful analysis of digital book features and recognition of
reading as a social and cultural practice. Providing accessible guidance on
finding, choosing, sharing and creating digital books, it will be welcomed by those
excited by the possibilities of enthusing children about reading in the digital age.'
Cathy Burnett, Professor of Literacy and Education, Sheffield Hallam University
Janet Abbate recounts the key players and technologies that allowed the Internet
to develop; but her main focus is always on the social and cultural factors that
influenced the Internet's design and use. Since the late 1960s the Internet has
grown from a single experimental network serving a dozen sites in the United
States to a network of networks linking millions of computers worldwide. In
Inventing the Internet, Janet Abbate recounts the key players and technologies
that allowed the Internet to develop; but her main focus is always on the social
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and cultural factors that influenced the Internets design and use. The story she
unfolds is an often twisting tale of collaboration and conflict among a remarkable
variety of players, including government and military agencies, computer
scientists in academia and industry, graduate students, telecommunications
companies, standards organizations, and network users. The story starts with the
early networking breakthroughs formulated in Cold War think tanks and realized
in the Defense Department's creation of the ARPANET. It ends with the
emergence of the Internet and its rapid and seemingly chaotic growth. Abbate
looks at how academic and military influences and attitudes shaped both
networks; how the usual lines between producer and user of a technology were
crossed with interesting and unique results; and how later users invented their
own very successful applications, such as electronic mail and the World Wide
Web. She concludes that such applications continue the trend of decentralized,
user-driven development that has characterized the Internet's entire history and
that the key to the Internet's success has been a commitment to flexibility and
diversity, both in technical design and in organizational culture.
History - People - Living in the city - Economy - Transport - Management Culture, leisure and tourism - Environment - London tomorrow - Megacities.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring
sections on how to use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key, a
student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive
index"-From the upheavals of recent national elections to the success of the
#MyDressMyChoice feminist movement, digital platforms have already had a
dramatic impact on political life in Kenya – one of the most electronically
advanced countries in Africa. While the impact of the Digital Age on Western
politics has been extensively debated, there is still little appreciation of how it has
been felt in developing countries such as Kenya, where Twitter, Facebook,
WhatsApp and other online platforms are increasingly a part of everyday life.
Written by a respected Kenyan activist and researcher at the forefront of political
online struggles, this book presents a unique contribution to the debate on digital
democracy. For traditionally marginalised groups, particularly women and people
with disabilities, digital spaces have allowed Kenyans to build new communities
which transcend old ethnic and gender divisions. But the picture is far from wholly
positive. Digital Democracy, Analogue Politics explores the drastic efforts being
made by elites to contain online activism, as well as how 'fake news', a failed
digital vote-counting system and the incumbent president's recruitment of
Cambridge Analytica contributed to tensions around the 2017 elections.
Reframing digital democracy from the African perspective, Nyabola's groundbreaking work opens up new ways of understanding our current global online era.
The Usborne Internet-Linked Book of LondonPeter MatthewsUsborne Books
In its most advanced form, e-commerce allows unidentified purchasers to pay
obscure vendors in 'electronic cash' for products that are often goods, services
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and licenses all rolled into one. This book considers the implications for the
domestic and international tax systems of the growth of e-commerce. It covers a
wide variety of activities, from discussion of the principles governing direct and
indirect taxation, to explanation of the implementation and use of e-commerce on
the part of businesses as well as the application of existing tax principles in this
field. With its focus on the broader issues surrounding the expansion of ecommerce and its attention to the problems arising internationally in this field,
Global Perspectives in E-Commerce Taxation Law will appeal to scholars
worldwide.
The Core is an important resource that helps parents create ways to incorporate study into
daily routines involving the entire family. --Book Jacket.
Explores the history of the great tradition of classical Greek literature and philosophy.
Networked thermostats, fitness monitors, and door locks show that the Internet of Things can
(and will) enable new ways for people to interact with the world around them. But designing
connected products for consumers brings new challenges beyond conventional software UI
and interaction design. This book provides experienced UX designers and technologists with a
clear and practical roadmap for approaching consumer product strategy and design in this
novel market. By drawing on the best of current design practice and academic research,
Designing Connected Products delivers sound advice for working with cross-device
interactions and the complex ecosystems inherent in IoT technology.
Gives comprehensive overview of wonders of ancient Greece and how some of the buildings
still can be seen today among the ruins of Greece.
A compelling argument that the Internet of things threatens human rights and security
"Sobering and important."--Financial Times, "Best Books of 2020: Technology" The Internet
has leapt from human-facing display screens into the material objects all around us. In this socalled Internet of things--connecting everything from cars to cardiac monitors to home
appliances--there is no longer a meaningful distinction between physical and virtual worlds.
Everything is connected. The social and economic benefits are tremendous, but there is a
downside: an outage in cyberspace can result not only in loss of communication but also
potentially in loss of life. Control of this infrastructure has become a proxy for political power,
since countries can easily reach across borders to disrupt real-world systems. Laura DeNardis
argues that the diffusion of the Internet into the physical world radically escalates governance
concerns around privacy, discrimination, human safety, democracy, and national security, and
she offers new cyber-policy solutions. In her discussion, she makes visible the sinews of power
already embedded in our technology and explores how hidden technical governance
arrangements will become the constitution of our future.
Provides everything you need to slot into your medium term plan.
Why the troll problem is actually a culture problem: how online trolling fits comfortably within
today's media landscape.

Index to the seventeen-volume, alphabetically-arranged encyclopedia contains
approximately five hundred articles introducing key aspects of science and
technology.
Mapping Cyberspace is a ground-breaking geographic exploration and critical
reading of cyberspace, and information and communication technologies. The
book: * provides an understanding of what cyberspace looks like and the social
interactions that occur there * explores the impacts of cyberspace, and
information and communication technologies, on cultural, political and economic
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relations * charts the spatial forms of virutal spaces * details empirical research
and examines a wide variety of maps and spatialisations of cyberspace and the
information society * has a related website at
http://www.MappingCyberspace.com. This book will be a valuable addition to the
growing body of literature on cyberspace and what it means for the future.
Investigate the fascinating civilization of ancient Greece through 25 hands-on
projects and activities for young readers ages 6-9. Kids learn about ancient
Greek homes, food, playtime, clothing, conquests, arts and entertainment, gods,
and more. Activities range from fashioning a model oil lamp from clay to building
a courtyard column and constructing a flipbook sailing ship. By combining a
hands-on element with riddles, jokes, fun facts, and comic cartoons, kids Explore
Ancient Greece! and develop an understanding of how this ancient civilization still
influences our modern world.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 6th International Conference on
Intelligent Technologies for Interactive Entertainment, INTETAIN 2014. The 8 full
papers presented together with 4 special session papers, 4 panels and 6
extended abstracts were carefully selected from 26 submissions. The papers
present interdisciplinary research, covering topics such as creativity applied to
technology, AI, cognition and models of engagement and play. The special
session papers address the topic of humor in intelligent environments.
This book adopts a policy-based approach toward internet governance. It
broadens the definition of internet governance and reintroduces the question of
who governs the actual activity that occurs on the Internet by examining the
policy process affecting the Internet’s infrastructure, technical protocols, software
applications, and content.
A guided tour of the physical Internet, as seen on, above, and below the city’s
streets What does the Internet look like? It’s the single most essentail aspect of
modern life, and yet, for many of us, the Internet looks like an open browser, or
the black mirrors of our phones and computers. But in Networks of New York,
Ingrid Burrington lifts our eyes from our screens to the streets, showing us that
the Internet is everywhere around us, all the time—we just have to know where to
look. Using New York as her point of reference and more than fifty color
illustrations as her map, Burrington takes us on a tour of the urban network: She
decodes spray-painted sidewalk markings, reveals the history behind cryptic
manhole covers, shuffles us past subway cameras and giant carrier hotels, and
peppers our journey with background stories about the NYPD's surveillance
apparatus, twentieth-century telecommunication monopolies, high frequency
trading on Wall Street, and the downtown building that houses the offices of both
Google and the FBI's Joint Terrorism Task Force. From a rising star in the field of
tech jounalism, Networks of New York is a smart, funny, and beautifully designed
guide to the endlessly fascinating networks of urban Internet infrastructure. The
Internet, Burrington shows us, is hiding in plain sight.
"This newly updated, user friendly encyclopedia explains concepts, aims and
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current requirements in all aspects of the primary English curriculum and is an
invaluable reference for all training and practising teachers. Now in its fourth
edition, entries have been updated to take account of new research and thinking
and now reflect the requirements of the new Primary National Curriculum and
particularly The Communication, Language and Literacy Development element.
The approach is critical but constructive and supportive of the reflective
practitioner in developing sound subject knowledge and good classroom practice.
The encyclopedia includes: - over 600 entries, including new entries on English in
the Early Years, bilingualism, SEN, the use of the internet, synthetic phonics and
many more - short definitions of key concepts - succinct explanations of current
UK requirements - extended entries on major topics such as speaking and
listening, reading, writing, drama, poetry, bilingualism and children's literature input on new literacies and new kinds of texts for children - discussion of current
issues and some input on the history of English teaching in the primary years gender and literacy - important references for each topic, advice on further
reading and accounts of recent research findings - a Who's Who of Primary
English and lists of essential texts, updated for this new edition. This
encyclopedia will be ideal for student teachers on BA and PGCE courses
preparing for work in primary schools and primary school teachers"-A guided tour through the Internet of Things, a networked world of connected devices,
objects, and people that is changing the way we live and work. We turn on the lights in
our house from a desk in an office miles away. Our refrigerator alerts us to buy milk on
the way home. A package of cookies on the supermarket shelf suggests that we buy it,
based on past purchases. The cookies themselves are on the shelf because of a
“smart” supply chain. When we get home, the thermostat has already adjusted the
temperature so that it's toasty or bracing, whichever we prefer. This is the Internet of
Things—a networked world of connected devices, objects, and people. In this book,
Samuel Greengard offers a guided tour through this emerging world and how it will
change the way we live and work. Greengard explains that the Internet of Things (IoT)
is still in its early stages. Smart phones, cloud computing, RFID (radio-frequency
identification) technology, sensors, and miniaturization are converging to make possible
a new generation of embedded and immersive technology. Greengard traces the
origins of the IoT from the early days of personal computers and the Internet and
examines how it creates the conceptual and practical framework for a connected world.
He explores the industrial Internet and machine-to-machine communication, the basis
for smart manufacturing and end-to-end supply chain visibility; the growing array of
smart consumer devices and services—from Fitbit fitness wristbands to mobile apps for
banking; the practical and technical challenges of building the IoT; and the risks of a
connected world, including a widening digital divide and threats to privacy and security.
Finally, he considers the long-term impact of the IoT on society, narrating an eyeopening “Day in the Life” of IoT connections circa 2025.
Two hundred entries offer profiles of key figures; essays on such topics as cookies,
content filtering, and digital libraries; and a chronology beginning with the prehistory of
the Internet from 1843-1956 and concluding with the 2004 presidential campaign.
Nineteen stories piecing together different historical puzzles, including the "Edmund
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Fitzgerald,' Martin's Hundred, the Great Wall of China, and Pompeii.
Why "free" comes at a price: the costs of free internet services in terms of privacy,
cybersecurity, and the growing market power of technology giants. The upside of the
internet is free Wi-Fi at Starbucks, Facetime over long distances, and nearly unlimited
data for downloading or streaming. The downside is that our data goes to companies
that use it to make money, our financial information is exposed to hackers, and the
market power of technology companies continues to increase. In The Flip Side of Free,
Michael Kende shows that free internet comes at a price. We're beginning to realize
this. Our all-purpose techno-caveat is "I love my smart speaker...but"--is it really
tracking everything I do? listening to everything I say?
Taking “Gangnam Style” seriously: what Internet memes can tell us about digital
culture. In December 2012, the exuberant video “Gangnam Style” became the first
YouTube clip to be viewed more than one billion times. Thousands of its viewers
responded by creating and posting their own variations of the video—“Mitt Romney
Style,” “NASA Johnson Style,” “Egyptian Style,” and many others. “Gangnam Style”
(and its attendant parodies, imitations, and derivations) is one of the most famous
examples of an Internet meme: a piece of digital content that spreads quickly around
the web in various iterations and becomes a shared cultural experience. In this book,
Limor Shifman investigates Internet memes and what they tell us about digital culture.
Shifman discusses a series of well-known Internet memes—including “Leave Britney
Alone,” the pepper-spraying cop, LOLCats, Scumbag Steve, and Occupy Wall Street's
“We Are the 99 Percent.” She offers a novel definition of Internet memes: digital
content units with common characteristics, created with awareness of each other, and
circulated, imitated, and transformed via the Internet by many users. She differentiates
memes from virals; analyzes what makes memes and virals successful; describes
popular meme genres; discusses memes as new modes of political participation in
democratic and nondemocratic regimes; and examines memes as agents of
globalization. Memes, Shifman argues, encapsulate some of the most fundamental
aspects of the Internet in general and of the participatory Web 2.0 culture in particular.
Internet memes may be entertaining, but in this book Limor Shifman makes a
compelling argument for taking them seriously.
This teacher resource offers a detailed introduction to the Hands-On Science program,
which includes its guiding principles, implementation guidelines, an overview of the
science skills that grade 7 students use and develop, and a classroom assessment plan
complete with record-keeping templates. This resource has four instructional units: Unit
1: Interactions within Ecosystems Unit 2: Particle Theory of Matter Unit 3: Forces and
Structures Unit 4: Earth s Crust Each unit is divided into lessons which focus on specific
curricular outcomes. Each lesson has materials lists activity descriptions questioning
techniques activity centre and extension ideas assessment suggestions activity sheets
and visuals "
Providing snippets of history, entertaining anecdotes and information on London's most
famous attractions, including the Millennium Dome, and the London Eye, this book with
Internet links aims to add interest to visits to the capital.

"Case study families are used to highlight challenges adoptive parents are likely
to encounter, such as dealing with anger and aggression, understanding sibling
issues, managing sexualised behaviour or living with a child who is 'too good'.
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Detailed explanatory letters addressed to individual families present the material
in sensitive, jargon-free ways to help parents make sense of, translate and
transform their children's puzzling behavioural communications: 'the language of
trauma' learned in their birth families."--BOOK JACKET.
Connect students in grades 5 and up with science using Simple Machines. This
80-page book includes subject-specific concepts and terminology, inquiry-based
activities, challenge questions, extension activities, assessments, curriculum
resources, a bibliography, and materials lists. The book supports National
Science Education Standards, NCTM standards, and Standards for
Technological Literacy.
You won't find dusty topics and long-dead heroes and villains in the National
Geographic History Book. Turn the pages and you'll find documents, letters,
journals, telegrams, posters, and artworks that you can literally pull out and
examine. See for yourself, with the primary source materials that history buffs
love, what really happened and who really did it. Pull out Shakespeare's will and
see how he changed his mind about who got what. Examining a facsimile of the
Zouche-Nuttall Codex gives you a sense of the turmoil of pre-Columbian Mexico.
Take a look at a steamy love letter written by Napoleon to his wife Josephine.
Marvel at the beauty of a wall fresco from first-century Pompeii. Read pages from
the Gutenberg Bible, the world's first printed book. Examine a "Wanted" poster
for Abraham Lincoln's assassin...and more. Through the pages of this book, you
will explore the forces that shaped our world, from the Roman Empire and the
Black Death to Hollywood and the World Wide Web. Mozart and Picasso.
Genghis Khan and Gandhi. Hitler, Elvis, and Martin Luther King, Jr. Not an
encyclopedia or a comprehensive survey, the National Geographic History Book
is a storyboard of major characters, key plot point and crucial details in the
moving picture of human history. It is a portal through time, a collector's
showcase of historical treasures and oddities, and a scrapbook of the human
family.
Why the Internet was designed to be the way it is, and how it could be different,
now and in the future. How do you design an internet? The architecture of the
current Internet is the product of basic design decisions made early in its history.
What would an internet look like if it were designed, today, from the ground up?
In this book, MIT computer scientist David Clark explains how the Internet is
actually put together, what requirements it was designed to meet, and why
different design decisions would create different internets. He does not take
today's Internet as a given but tries to learn from it, and from alternative
proposals for what an internet might be, in order to draw some general
conclusions about network architecture. Clark discusses the history of the
Internet, and how a range of potentially conflicting requirements—including
longevity, security, availability, economic viability, management, and meeting the
needs of society—shaped its character. He addresses both the technical aspects
of the Internet and its broader social and economic contexts. He describes basic
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design approaches and explains, in terms accessible to nonspecialists, how
networks are designed to carry out their functions. (An appendix offers a more
technical discussion of network functions for readers who want the details.) He
considers a range of alternative proposals for how to design an internet,
examines in detail the key requirements a successful design must meet, and then
imagines how to design a future internet from scratch. It's not that we should
expect anyone to do this; but, perhaps, by conceiving a better future, we can
push toward it.
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